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Lansing man buys Grand 
Valley oil drilling rights
R A LP H  H E I8 U T Z K I 
Assistant News Editor
Oil drilling rights for Grand Valley 
State College campus have been won by 
Oavid McGuire, a broker representing 
the Michigan Oil and Gas Brokerage in 
Lansing.
According to Vice President for 
Administration Ronald VanSteeland. the 
deadline for submitting bids to lease the 
property was September 26. McGuire, 
the only one to submit a bid, entered a 
bid of $46,000. VanSteeland said.
"We will be proposing a three-year 
lease with Mr. McGuire, with an option 
to renew for additional years. The extra 
language concerning the appearance of 
the drill site, the safety of the drill site 
and the hiring of a monitor were all 
acceptable to h im ." VanSteeland said, 
adding the Board of Control will vote 
on the lease October 13.
Plez Henderson of Amoco, Alex 
Nemer of Steele and Associates, and 
Michael Witzak, who did not indicate 
his representation, all expressed interest 
in the lease, according to VanSteeland, 
although only McGuire submitted a bid.
VanSteeland said that the company 
may not drill on any shaded areas (See 
attached map). "We're telling them that 
we don't care if these areas are covered 
by the lew or not. . . .they may not drill 
there." he said, adding that the college 
has also asked to have a monitor pro­
vided.
"Th e  oil company would pay for a 
monitor to look out for Grand Valley's 
interest He would be our advisor, and « 
he would make sure that the oil company 
is sharing the proper information with 
us," VanSteeland said.
According to VanSteeland, the college 
"had a contact from McGuire and Nemer 
in the late spring or early summer," 
adding that "a lot of the homeowners 
in the area h«ve been contacted."
Geology professor Richard Lefebvre, 
President of the G S V C  Faculty Club, 
said that there may not necessarily be 
oil on the college's property.
"When the college accepts the lease, 
they understand that it (the company) 
may want to drill under land where there 
might be oil. The G V SC  Faculty Club 
owns property adjacent to the campus. 
They're asking us to lease our land as 
well," Lefebvre said, adding that the 
Ctub's property includes a strip ot land 
extanding from 42nd Street through 
the Grand River area.
"They've run geophysical lines across 
this area a number of times. . . . they're 
(the company) looking for layers trapping 
o il," Lefebvre said. "A n  oil trap is a 
fault trap where oil migrates up to a 
fault and is stopped by impermeable 
rock. You need it to be surrounded 
by impermeable rock and permeable 
rock for the o il."
See oil page 3
Certification for draft now  necessary 
or a student's financial aid will be cut
(SSPS) After October 1, coll­
eges and universities will be pro­
hibited by law from disbursing 
federal scholarship funds or ap­
proving federally guaranteeo 
loans to students who do not cer­
tify that they have registered for 
the draft. Men and women who 
are not required to register must 
nevertheless certify in writing 
that they are exempt from the
registration requirement.
Kenneth Fridsma, Financial 
Aids Director, stated a week ago 
that Grand Valley students have 
indicated whether they have
applied for the draft.
Many colleges have complain­
ed that the requirement has 
imposed added expenses on 
them. Only a handful of cases 
have been reported so far of stu­
dents who refused to comply 
and therefore lost financial aid.
The Solomon Amendment, 
the law requiring student appli­
cants for federal aid to certify 
their registration, is being chal­
lenged in the courts. The case 
has reached the Supreme Court. 
But, the Supreme Court ordered 
the Amendments enforced while 
the appeal process continues.
Ambassador Lubbers visits
BECKY 0URKERT 
Edhor
If the Netherlands had to 
decide tomorrow to allow the 
U.S. to deploy nuclear missiles 
on its lend. Jen Hendricks 
Lubbers aid is wuutd vote no.
Lubbers, the Netherlands 
Ambassador to the U.S., added 
though that the Soviet Union's 
downing of a Koran fat airlinar 
last month ha  opened up tha
O K H W . M M  • m n  a r  357100
yourself, othaiwtae you'll gat
run over," he add.
The ombaador, (no rotation 
a  HaeMem Aland Lubbars),
a campus-wide lecture held in 
Lake Superior Hall. About 60 
faculty, staff, sdministratort 
and students attended the hour- 
long lecture.
Lubbers’ speech w a about
tranatlantic relationships bat­
smen the U.S. and Western 
Europe. The ambeeador talked 
briefly about Western Europe's 
reaction to tha North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization i  plans so 
deploy Pershing 2 and eniia 
mieeilss on parts of A s  Euro­
pean continent in December.
in
and of the need to keep com­
munication lines open. He also 
talked at length of the European 
Economic Common Market in 
Europe, and of the role it plays 
in unifying Wsstem Europan 
allia.
Lubbers ha • Ph.D. in 
economics from Erasmus 
University in Rotterdam. Ha 
fought th« NssU Sr. World War 
II a  a member of the redttance 
forces from the Netherlands 
From 1672-76 ho earned a  
amhoasarfnr a  Norway, and ha 
strvod as am ha sartor to A s  
European CommunMsa in 
Broaaals from 197648.
1962:
Zu m b e rge  
plants seeds 
o f curriculum
This article is part of a con- the framework of the ecedemic 
tinuing series treeing the history program as it then existed in hit 
cf Grand Valley State from its book. "Report of the President; 
inception to the present day. Grand Valley State College
1862-1964."
HENRY E. HARDY  
Newt Editor
James H. Zumberge was ap­
pointed to be the first President 
of the newly formed Grand 
Valley State College on Febru­
ary 9, 1962. At this time, plan­
ning for tha site plan, building 
design, and layout ware already 
well advanced under tha guid­
ance of Vice President Phillip 
W. Buchan. Tha first task for 
the newly appointed President 
was to design tha prospective ac­
ademic structure for the institu­
tion.
J ___ ^r T P K w u  ^u m o a rfi OMCnDIO
"T h e  academic program at 
the college was already estab­
lished in 1960, but in principle 
only. It was to be e liberal arts 
college, or, more specifically, a 
college of liters to ri, scisr.cs. snd 
the arts. This meant that c o u n t
offerings would cover the hu­
manities. social sciences, and 
natural sciences."
Before the selection of fac­
ulty and the recruitment of pro- 
giective students could be init­
iated Zumberge felt that the 
course offerings for the fresh­
man year (1962-1984) would 
l BO I
m
 n
 a
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One year later
Tylenol scare remembered
D E A N  L A D O U C E U R  
Staff Writer
" T h «  evidence on this point 
i* door... Institution* both 
public and privets exist be­
cause ths people want them, 
believe In them, or *t Isatt ara 
willing to tolerate thsm. Ths 
data ha* paitad whan business 
wm a private matter-m H it 
•vary really was. In a business 
society, ovary act of buainaaa 
ha* social consequences and 
may arouaa public interoat. 
Every time business hire*, build*, 
tall*, or buy*, it I* acting for the 
peopie...as wall aa for itself, and 
mutt be prepared to accept full 
responsibility."
The preceding paragraph was 
written some forty year* ago by 
Robert Wood Johnson, chair­
man, Johnson & Johnson. 
During his tenure as chairman, 
Johnson worked diligently to in­
sure the perpetuation of this, 
his company's credo. Johnson & 
Johnson has teen to it that the 
intent of the credo was carried 
out.
In 1975, Jamas W. Burke,
then president, led • series of 
credo challenge/revision meet­
ing* with every w m b t f  of the 
company's management. In 
October 1982, Burke 
remembered the credo when 
dealing with what he called, 
"...this company's greatest 
hour of crisis..." The criminal 
tampering of Extra-Strength 
Tylenol-brand acetaminpohen 
capsules in Chicago.
Mary Kellerman, 12, of 
Elk Grove. III., awoke at dawn 
October 6, 1982, with a runny 
note and a sore throat. Her 
parents gave her one Tylenol 
capsule to tooth her symptoms. 
At 7 a.m. Mary was found 
lying on the bathroom floor 
...dead.
It was first believed Mary 
Kellerman died of a stroke. 
An investigation by two off duty 
fire fighters of a pair of 
mysterious deaths. Adam
Janus,
was
resulted
cyneide
well as Kellerman, 
dead, and that 
in the discovery of 
poison in the blood­
stream of each. Both Janus
and Kellerman had taken
Tylenol-brand capsules. Eventu­
ally, seven lives would be taken 
from cyneide poisoned Tylenol. 
The idea of poisoning planted a 
seed of fear in the minds of the 
public.
Critical decisions and prompt 
action* by Johnson & Johnson 
executives were critical to the 
recovery of Tylenol. Actions 
included the early withdrawal 
of Tylenol capsules in Chicago, 
establishing a toll-free hotline to 
handle inquiries and effective, 
frequent communications with 
the publics involved.
The demand for information 
about the Tylenol crisis was 
heavy upon Johnson & Johnson. 
Company figures indicate that 
over 80,000 separate news sto­
ries in U.S. newspapers were 
written, dedicated to the T y le ­
nol story. Johnson & Johnson 
also reports that 2,000 phone 
calls were received. All were 
seeking information by repre­
sentatives of the working media.
The questions and challenges 
were met head on. Johnson & 
Johnson directed its mein efforts 
towards several publics: em­
ployees and retirees, stock­
holders, government officials 
and, most important, the con­
sumer. This public relations 
undertaking was best described 
as massive, but the end results 
desired required such actions.
Four other significant video 
presentations were made. A  
60-second television spot was 
aired for two months following 
the poisoning. Featured spokes­
person in the messages was Dr. 
Thomas Gates, medical director 
for McNeil Consumer Products. 
Gates alerted consumers on the 
reappearance of Tylenol - 
brand products In new tamper- 
resistant packaging.
Various Johnson & Johnson/
Students "go f ishy"
McNeil sxseuthree made parson#! 
appearances on several major 
television programs. Interviews 
were shown on "60  Minutes," 
"A B C 's  Nightline," "Donahue," 
and "Live at Five" (W N B C - 
New Y o rk ). A  4-minute video­
tape on tamper-resistant packag­
ing was prepared. Featured was 
the production of Tylenol 
products. It was distributed 
nationally to television stations.
While one may try, it is diffi­
cult to find fault with the pro­
gram of public relations Johnson 
& Johnson undertook. As far 
as vehicles of communication, 
message assimilation, and corp­
orate conscience. Johnson & 
Johnson receives high marks. 
One may find fault in one area. 
One major group of consumers 
for pain relievers are those suf­
fers from arthritis. Opening 
simple objects may be difficult. 
With the advent of tamper-resis­
tant packaging, this public has 
an obstacle between them and 
relief. The solution of one pro­
blem has created yet another.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
October 6 , 1983 marks the 
first anniversary of the 'Ty le n o l 
murders."
LARRY SEE. JR. 
Editor
Grand Valley Star students 
Donne Hartsell, Dean Ladou- 
ceur, Kathy Poole and Brad 
Miles are out fishing this week.
They will be acting as ‘Pro­
motional people" for the '\irban 
fishing conference" now under­
way in downtown Grand Rapids. 
According to Hertseil, Robert 
I. Alotta. Assistant Professor In 
ths School of Communieodons.
by Dorothy
The four students were asked 
to help promote the seminars 
locally through media outlets. 
Hartsaii reported that aach of 
them took a certain media end 
chose Poole as the "overseer" or 
'^chairperson" of the whole 
thing.
!n
O.C.
to
According to Hertseil, the 
maior incantive for the studentsnwMvssivo vw* s* *o essps^ m-ea
to gti invoevta is recognition 
and its looks good on a resume 
Aieo. It gives us experience" for 
the outside world.
Harwell concluded by saying 
thet the students were all *\ol-
i
*
’
FAMILY DAY ACTIVITIES October 8,1983
9 a.m . *o 2 p.m.
G V S  Main Deck Bookstore open Kirkhof Center
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m .
Residence Halls Open House 
9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Registration (purchase tickets*) Kirkhof Center Lobby 
Refreshments (free) Kirkhof Center Lobby 
Campus Tours, highlighting the Computer Center and W G V C - 
T V  Tours bvgin at Kirkhof Center.
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
Faculty Art Exhibit Kirkhof Center
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
G V S  Jazz Band Performance Kirkhof Center Mainsail Lounge
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
G V S  Laker Pro Shop open Field House Complex
11 a.m. to 12 noon
Parents Advisory Board Meeting, including Informal Discus 
sion with G V S  President Arend D. Lubbers and G V S  staff 
(open to all parents) Kirkhof Center F*romenade Deck
12 noon to 1 p.m.
Indoor Picnic Luncheon with entertainment Field House 
Complex Arena 
1:30 p.m. to 4  p.m.
Football Game. G V S  vs Ferris State. Arend D. Lubbers 
Stadium
4 p.m. to S:30p.m .
Post-Game Reception with entertainment and refreshments
(tree) Field House Complex Lobby
Field House Complex Tours. Tours begin at the Main Office.
4:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m.
Women's Volleyball Game. G V S  vs. Saginaw Valley. Field 
House Complex Arena.
8 p.m.
Movie "O n  Golden Pond ” Calder Fine Arts Center $1 00
'Ticket Information
Picnic L u n c h .................”. ................................  ...............  $3 00
Residence HaO students— free (with Meal Plan)
Footbalgame —
Reserved $5 00 General Admission Adults $4 00 12 years 
through high school: $2.00. 6 through 11 years: $1.00. Under 
6 yean; fret. Senior Cituens (over 65): $2 00.
Tickets for the lunch and game will be sold at registration in 
Kirkhof Center from 9:30 a m  to 11 a.m. Game tickets are also 
available at the Football Stadium before the | 
to d to M to v asesgsesese seset
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ca m pu s digest
W G V C  organizational event slated
There will be an organizational meeting for radio nation 
W G V C -F M . Thi* ii for anyone interested i'* working w ith the 
radio, including disc jockeys, news readers, sports readers, writing 
or promotion.
The meeting is Monday October 10 at 5 00 p jn . in the field- 
house, room 18.
For more information, contact Sam Eiler at 895-3129 or 
Wendy Nelson at 895-3128.
Exec to address cam pus
On Tuesday October 11, Mr. Lawrence Pielon, director of hu­
man resources for Great Lakes Steel, will present a lecture on 
"The  Quality of W orklife." Pielon's lecture will center on general 
theory and concepts, and will discuss their implementation in 
various organizational settings.
His presentation will be held at 1 00 p.m. in the promenade 
deck of the Kirk ho f Center. Ail interested students and staff are 
invited to the free event. The sponsor of the lecture is the Grand 
Valley State Chapter of the American Marketing Association.
Teacher application deadline loom s
The uMuilne for applications for Winter 1984 teacher assisting 
is rapidly approaching. Ail students wishing placement should 
have an application on fila in tha School of Education office 
on or before October 15, 1983. Placement of any late ap­
plications cannot be guaranteed. For more information, please 
contact Belinda in the School of Education offices at 895-3391.
History-----------
in a course catalog.
President Zumberge conven­
ed a small group of men from 
Grand Valley State and other 
Michigan colleges in order to 
carry out the task of designing
the curriculum. The group met 
at Hidden Valley, a private club 
in northern Michigan on June 22 
and 23, 1962.
The Hidden Valley group 
determined that the initial
W SR X — FM article concludes
•h*s ■  the S ee  m n a im m i of the W S A X -F M  
article by Ralph Heibutzki.
Its timetable for broadcasting called for W ShX  
to be "operational no earlier then May 1st, 1982 
and no later than October 1*t, 1982.'' It called for 
a Faculty Advisor to decide it programming was 
questionable, than have the A A C B C  (Academic 
A dv;sory Committee On Broadcast Com ­
munications) "form ulate a policy" on that 
material. Although the plan contained similar 
programming ideas as the 'Public Radio Im p­
lementation Plan" did, it stressed that "the 
primary goal of this station is to serve the com­
munity by providing diverse forums of educational 
programming and music. W SR X-FM  is not here 
to reflect or mimic commercial attitudes."
Stidham also said that former Business Manager 
Jon Wallace (now at W L A V  FM , Grand Rapids) 
later submitted his own proposal, which slotted 
educational and public affairs shows in the 
morning, while keeping the more "experimental" 
radio on after midnight. However, Stidhem said, 
the administration never acted on Wallace's pro­
posal.
Walter Wright, an ex-WJC (William James 
College) film/video professor now teaching 
in Virginia, had served as a D J and advisor 
for W SR X . He said "the administration could 
have taken over the station in a better way w ith­
out discrediting students."
But John Gracki, Vice President Assistant 
for Academic Affairs, disagreed with Wright's 
stetemen’.s. Gracki, who served as A A C B C  chair­
man in 1982, said the edministration acted in 
"good faith" with the students.
■ i m sure the auffiini»tration couldn't inform 
all the students. Despite the best efforts of our 
administration, we couldn't get the word out to 
everybody. There wasn't any plot not to have the 
radio station go on after October
"We never worked on specific proposals. My 
function was to solicit proposals from people 
as to what the format would be. There was a 
lot of speculation about what the administration 
would accept," Gracki a id . He added proposals 
were "disregarded entirely" if they weren't im- 
olemented in total.
However, former DJ Dan Mannherz a id  the 
administration, "wasn't really willing to listen to 
the students."
"Th e  students gave up and a id  nothing, but 
the administration a id  "We aren't getting stu­
dent input. If they ever gave the students what 
they wanted, it'd be a very smell amount-
But according to Disser, the administration 
never followed up on its promises. "We felt they 
(the administration) didn't like what we were 
doing. The attitude was, *SRX was beyond repair, 
so let's start all over again."
from  page 1
The next installment in this 
arias will trace tit# selection 
of the faculty and foundation 
of the library and other 
campus institutions.
course of study would be based 
on a "Foundation Program" of 
9 required classes. Each entering 
freshman was to be required 
to enroll in three of the available 
offerings during each of the 11
week quarters. The require­
ments included two quarters of 
a foreign language and natural 
sciences, and one term each of 
English. History, Philosophy, 
Social Science, and Mathematics.
Oil---------------------------
Lefebvre said that ha knew the college 
wants to hire a monitor and limit where 
the company may drill. Ha added that 
"the problem with drilling is right where 
you put the well dow n."
"Y o u  want to be sure they didn't 
leave wells uncased and unplugged, or 
y o u II have ground water contamination. 
Tha state insists on plugging wells," 
Lefebvre a id .
According to David Bechler. Permit 
Coordinator for the Department of 
Natural Resources (D N R ). an environ­
mental impact statement must be filed 
with each application to drill, in addi­
tion. ha said, the company must indude 
a bond, a field survey of the site, and a 
survey plan.
Ha noted that environmental impact 
statements must include tha following: 
a description of tha drilling site's typo­
graphy, plans for drainage of tha oil.
how the oil and gas would be marketed, 
whether the site owner has bean notified, 
and how access routes (roads) would be 
affected by possible drilling.
In addition, Bechler said, a geological 
survey team would have to look at the 
drilling site and make recommendations 
for the company to follow. O nly then 
would a drilling permit be issued, "al­
though we usually follow their recom­
mendations," Bechler a id .
"After it's (the drilling) completed, 
we'd (D N R , Geological Department) 
look to make sure that they dispose of 
liquids properly," Bechler added, noting 
that soma areas allow brine to be dumped 
on roads.
Bechler noted that whenever oil is 
drilled, mud circulates through drilling 
pits. However, he said, the mud must 
be circulated to a different pit set aside 
for that purpose.
from  page 1
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Former senate
e
president reviews 
pastyear
H E N R Y  E. H A R D Y
------ r  riltnritwWi c nnof
Tim othy Swope served as President of the Student Senate at 
Grand Valley State C ollege Lett year.
When asked to review the activities of the Student Senate 
for the past year, Tim  Swope cited the Senate's charitable and 
political activities. He said he felt that last year's Special O lym ­
pics and Food Drive had been significant achievements.
Swope said the most important accomplishment of the Senate, 
in his view, was that, “ I think we established a legitimate student 
voice on campus."
" I  think that we were able to make legitimate recommenda­
tions to the Administration based on factual information," 
Swope said. "I think that the Senate in previous years had, at 
best, a whimper for a voice."
Swope explained the factors which had led him to resign 
as president of the student body.
"First and foremost" among the reasons which led Swope 
to resign was that, " h  is time for T im  Swope to take care of 
T im  Swope. I will be graduating in December, which also makes 
it possible that I would have to leave the Senate in m id-term ," 
Swope explained.
Swope said he felt that Grand Valley State's Board of Control 
did not adequately represent student concerns.
"Last year," Swope said, "when the Board of Control was 
considering the tuition increase, they were very concerned 
because, though only given a week and half to prepare, the 
Student Senate had come up with a very feasible option to 
what they were proposing."
Swope said that he and others felt that the projected Board 
action was discriminatory.
"Th e y  were so much disturbed, that they asked myself and 
(then Senate Vice-President) Michael Hartman to meet with them 
for lunch prior to the Board of Centro! meeting. During this 
meeting, a number of very interesting points were raised, ques­
tions were asked and the Board of Control was unable to answer 
these questions.
"There was concern T a t. number one. pert time students 
made up a majority of the students in Grand Valley State 
College's student body. It taemed that they were being discrimi­
nated against based upon the fact of their part-time status. They 
heve other obligations. They could be parents, working, or 
returning to get themselves a better education. This is a state 
institution which should be equal opportunity for all."
Swop* offered his advice to the newly elected Student 
Sanaton.
"Be informed." Swope said. "D o n 't speak on something that 
you know very little about. Whan you make a decision based 
on the information that you can gat stick with that decision. 
No matter how hard the times gat. or how futile it seems, make 
your point, and push for your point.
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no glory
-w i t h  
Ralph Haibutzkl
For some life is 
like a time bom b
Once in a while, something shakes our minds up 
because it disturbs us. For its brief minute on the 
evening news, it interrupts our assumption that 
this world's horror will remain out of our own 
lives. But when rt happens, we shake our heads in 
wonder and disbelief.
September 29's Detroit Free Press carried the 
story of 14-year old Shirley Wolf. She a 
friend stabbed 85-year-old Anna Brackett 28 times 
in Auburn, California, after chatting with their vic­
tim for nearly three hours.
The death wound was nearly four inches deep.
Police found • diary in which Shirley stated 
flate'v: "O n  the outside, I can be a really mean 
person. But the inside, people have noticed the 
kind of person I can really be. The inner me's lon­
e ly." Shirley had big dreams, the kind which 
aleinated people like her usually cannot achieve 
because of their isolation. She wanted to be a w ri­
ter or a stuntwoman.
Those are tragic facts. Now, dear reader, think 
about their application. Our standard of living is 
much higher than other nations. We have grown
fast industrially in the last decade We are respec­
ted for the political ideals expfc»»«d ir. the Consti­
tution.
Yet people have never seemed more unhappy or 
depressed.
A  person's self worth is measured by how much 
money or possessions they can pile up. Adverti­
sers show their one-minute morality plays urging 
us to acquire their particular product, or else w ell 
remain inferior. Life has become increasingly de­
valued when video games, T V  and radio are not 
entertainments, but cocoons that people use to 
avoid reality. We've all been guilty of avoiding re­
ality, at one time or another, but Anna Brackett's 
murder shows that something is drastically wrong. 
People like Shirley Wolf often cannot express their 
true rage to us, because they fear we wouldn't un­
derstand. They fear that w e’ll laugh at them for 
the thousandth time in their life.
But one day, like a time bomb, slowly ticking, 
their rage builds up and explodes.
We may only remember Shirley for one minute.
But the night will not forget.
Fast food joints 
slow  dow n
My roommate Char, and I were driving home 
the other day when Char suggettad that we stop at 
a fast food place and get a bite to eat.
You know, that's just not as aasy as it use to 
be. In the good oie' days, you went to MacDonalds 
and your choices were e asy- hamburgers, hambur­
gers or hamburgers.
We took a trip down 28th Street's restau­
rant row and were bombarded with fast
food places that really aren't that fast.
Burger King is m y favorite. You can get three 
different types of speciality sandwiches, onion 
rings, fish, chicken, or you can spend a week at 
the salad bar. Next thing you know, they'll 
have take-out lobster equipped with a wood stick 
match to keep the butter warm. They could take 
the Whopper off the menu and nobody would 
notice.
And then there's Kentucky Fried Chicken who 
prides themselves on "doing only one thing and 
doing it right." But even at the Colonels' you have 
to  choose between a two or three piece dinner, or 
the big bucket special or the family mini-bucket 
for four. There's also crispy, barbecued, or original 
chicken plus corn- on- the- cob, baked beans, 
potato salad, and who knows what else. W hy not 
chicken oordon bieeu? Better yet, join the crowd, 
make namourgars. A m of the hamburger places
ywejra ntetnlnws
Wendy's isn't much better either. Heve you ever 
tried to get a salad to go? Tw o  days later you 
make a sudden stop at a red light and a cherry 
tomato rolls out from under your seat.
Even the previously mentioned MacDonalds has 
taken a turn towards menu monstrosity. Chicken 
Me Nuggets can now be bought by the gallon. And 
it really gets tough if you pull in while breakfast 
is being served and it's almost lunch. Do I get an 
Egg McMuffin, sausage and eggs or pancakes, or 
wait and get a Big Mac, a Me Chicken, Fillet of 
Fish or MacDonald Land Cookies? Decisions, 
Decisions.
Funny, I always thought that these place were 
intended to make it easy to pic> out a quick meal. 
And w hy is it that every time I pull up to a menu 
board as big as • drive-in movie screen the inter­
com buzzes and a mystical voice says, "Welcome 
to so-end-so, may I taka your order?" They in­
evitably become offended when I ask If they can 
wait for a half hour or so.
As It turned out, we were extremely confused 
about where to stop and what wa wanted to eat. 
Finally. Char m id , 'W i y  don’t wa go home and 
have a peanut and jeMy sandwich?"
" 9 ih h , not so lo u d ," I m id. "Burger King might 
hear y o u ."
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Research reveals |{ REAL PEOPLE 
truth abo ut lies IMVOtveoi
Beta Mu honors 
excellence
C R IS T ! H A R M A N  
Student Living Editor
Would you believe it if some­
one told you that you lie at 
least 50 times ■ dey? Of course, 
most of these lies sre just little 
white ones -  fibs -  but they sre 
untruths.
Each of us fibs at least 50 
times a day, says psychologist 
Jerald Jellison of the Univers­
ity of Southern California in Los 
Angeles. Jellison has spent 
a decade researching lies.
He says that people lie most 
often about age, sex. and income 
We lie about these three areas to 
protect our own egos. Often, we 
even lie with non-verbal gestures, 
silences and body language.
The phrases, " I  was only kid­
ding," "It's in the m ail." or even 
an insincere smile are what Jetti­
son classifies "little white lies." 
He calls them our "social justi­
fications."
People use lies to escape their 
own errors. Knowing you are 
wrong and facing up to that 
wrong are two totally different 
things. The majority of people 
simply cover up with little white 
lies.
We often tell ourselves that 
the most common reason for 
lying is to spare someone else's 
feelings. Says Jellison. "Usually 
we're trying to protect our own 
best interests. I feel that if I 
really tell you the truth you'll 
get mad."
B. L. Kintz, a psychology 
professor at Western Washington 
University in Bellingham, adds: 
"We lie so often, with such regu­
larity and frequency, so automati­
cally aou glibly that we're not 
even aware we're doing it.
"Th e  little self-serving decep 
tions, the compliments we don't 
mean, stretching the point in a 
social situation -  they are part of 
reality. Lying is simply something I 
that is."
Whether we lie to protect 
others or ourselves, we usueiiv 
know that our lies are untruths. 
Mythomaniacs, however, a very 
distinct type of liar, cannot make 
the distinction between truth and 
lies.
I never lie
We all lie at least 50 times a day, according to Cali­
fornia psychologist Jerald Jellison. He says we commonly
use:
K ATH Y POOLE
" I  have a headache."
" I  had to work lata."
" I  didn't went to hurt your feel­
ings."
" I 'll  get right on it."
"It's  in the mail."
" I was only kidding."
" !  don't expect anything in 
return."
" I  was trying to help."
"Let's have lunch "
"O f course I care."
"I never lie."
t f t p f t t
but feel
for Bota Mb, Grand 
VafteyY tSmr.m  of Delta Mb Delta, the Nadon- 
at Honor $ * * *  In 
la grtttog yndrwoy for the II 
year.
The Doha Mu Delta Society, which bagws at 
Now York University in 1913, has grown to 71
It b
When telling "little white lies," we may think that 
we are getting away with something, but there are several 
clues which might very well give us away.
Pupils dilate more.
Blinking increases.
Facial expression chanqes less.
More hand movement.
More speech errors.
Less pertinent phrases.
Sentences are shorter.
Increase in voice pitch.
More speaking pauses.
Facial expression doesn't match 
what is said.
Body moves more.
More negative words.
More extreme words.
Less direct sentences.
Tho M o  Mu chapter was form ad In 1974. 
It b opan to students who have attained grade
i of at Hon 3.26 for graduowa and
3 30 for 
programs of
horn completed at least I 
qubed for the
The (electtoo takes place at the annual Beta 
Mu barKpjtt IwM In the spring. Last year 17 
lasdtrgradbatat and nine graduates were Induc­
ted Once selected Into the society, the student 
Is a Ufa member.
It is the purpose of Delta Mu Delta to honor 
those who hew begun their climb in the busi­
ness field. Membership in Delta Mu Delta is a 
recognition or exi>ef!sncc, s symbol of rs d s ts  
to measure up to the responsibilities of the fu­
ture. Membership may help open doors for fu­
ture endeevors whether they be in they form of 
graduate school or e professional carter.
In addition, members are kept informed as 
to whet is happening in their fields. Finally, be­
cause Delta Mu Delta is composed of e diversi­
fied group of business students, insight into var­
ious fields and professions can be gained.
If you would like more information, contact 
Jim Mishra. faculty ad-*?«r, •«? 3460.
They are able to convince 
themselves that their lies are 
true. in effect, they "live" 
their lies. They frame their lie 
so it appears true and because 
they honestly believe it. they 
persuade others to do the same.
If the "tru th " eventually
comes out. the mythomaniec will 
usually construct another lie in 
order to save face.
The motives of mythomaniacs 
are different from those who 
tali "little white Ijes."
Right or wrong, lying is part of
our lives. And society really 
seems to function fairly well on 
these many small deceptions.
We have become so accus­
tomed to lying and being lied to 
that we only see it as "w rong" 
when we do not realize that it 
is happening to us.
O nly when it happens to u$ -  
» worsted friend deceives 
us. or the clothes the salesperson 
told us would not shrink do 
shrink, do we realize the full 
potential of those little white 
lies. Only then does it really 
hurt.
30e
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Concert draw s 
small crow d, 
big reviews
JA N IS  M A T H E S O N  
Staff Writer
Screaming crowds, blown 
eardrums, sweaty bodies packed 
together -this t the typical set­
ting of a rock concert
8ut not at all like the Zeus 
concert held Friday, Sept. 30 in 
the Commons Mall.
The concert, which was sche 
duled to begin at 8 p.m got off 
to a late start afte' the opening 
band. Best Offer, cancelled at 
the last minute, which left the 
sparse audience scattered on the 
lawn and Commons steps until 
8 45 when Zeus began to play
Dressed in leather, white 
spandex, and ram bow suspen 
ders, they leaped to the stage 
and began blaring out their 
opening number.
Their rock sound and energy 
quickly took power of the audi 
en<* as each number was fol 
lowed by claps, whistles and 
hoots from the small group of 
spectators.
The elaborate stage produc 
tion featured multi-colored 
hashing lights, a smoke flooded 
stage, lightening bolts and even a 
video sketch.
But visual effects and great 
rock-n-roll were only pert of
what made Zeus a good show to 
the 40 people who attended
"T h e . audience involvement 
was neat. I'd never been to a 
concert before and I was really 
impressed," said Michelle Out 
water
The lead singer. Bill Mulum, 
left the stage several times, giv 
mg people water during " I  Feel 
Better N ow ," even tackling 
spectator Tami Swanson during 
a "video sketch."
"Th e  show was as good as, or 
better than, any stadium-sized 
concert because they involved 
everyone and really gave a per­
sonal show," commented Coleen 
Strebel.
Friday night's concert was 
the beginning of the band's 
"1963-84 Tour of the Ameri 
cas."
The four man band, originally 
from the Grand Rapids area, 
consists of band leader Mark 
Meana. drums, and vocals; Bill 
Mulum, lead singer, keyboards 
and guitar, T im  Shaw, bass gui­
tar, vocals, and Vito Mule, lead 
guitar, keyboard, and vocals.
The bend writes its own ma­
terial. "Someone may go off in 
a corner and write the words to 
a song, or make it up as we go in
Zeus captures attention by using
y n m rv K  m vw c-fH fT  HOT P9CX90
the studio, but we all collaborate 
our ideas, everyone gets together 
for the final product." stated 
band leader Mark Meana.
At 10:25 p.m. the small aud 
ience (including spectators 
watching at the fence) applaud­
ed until the band returned for an 
encore.
As the bend hit their final 
note, the lights faded and lead 
singer. Bill Mulum, screamed 
"See ya at the to p i"
floor and light
* - —* /IWTlJUnrw rlW y i
T h . Friday Canon
H A T T V  C
Fresh
PIZZA
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Punk rock documentary 
creates understanding
HOURS
3 - lOTues. Thurs.
3 10 :3 0  Fri. S a t 
Closed Mon. & Sun. 
phone: 895-4923
Original 14" 12" 10" n
Cheese $4.30 $3.30 $2.60 U
Pepperoni 565 4.25 3.35 n
Sausage 5.65 425 3 35
Ham 5.65 4.25 3 35 j|
Deluxe 6.85
SUBS
5.40 4.1oUI
Ham & Cheese •1.75 I
Pizza •2.25 H
tuner Sub •2.75
Gourmet •2.75 X
Veggie •225
R A L P H  H E IB U T Z K I  
Assistant News Editor
A  young 'man with a semi- 
Mohawk hairstyle staggers from 
side to tide, while his audience 
"slam-dances" before him. He 
lets them draw on his body with 
blue magic markers, shouting. 
"Somebody gimme a beer*" and 
finally tumbles on his back, 
unconscious.
Is this a scene from some­
body's nightmare?
No. it is only the late singer 
Darby Crash and his band, the 
Germs, one of several groups 
examined in a punk rock docu­
mentary, "Th e  Decline of Wes­
tern Civilization," which is being 
shown at the East own Bijou 
Theatre on Oct. 7 and 8.
The other bands profiled in­
d ud e: X. Black Flag, Fear,
Catholic Discipline, the Alice 
Bag Band and the Circle Jerks.
"D e d in e " is not a pretty 
movie, but it is objective. All 
interviews are standard question-
This movie is funny and often 
chilling. Again and again, the 
camera focuses on the punk 
movement's common symbols, 
inducing slogans such as "W ho 
Cares?" and "H ate ," armbands
(everything from swatiskas • j y p  and dress
shades of hair coloring. pUnty 
of leather, too). "D ecline ' 
draws a portrait of frustrated 
teenagers acting out feelings of
♦aMe
tall
confusion and desperation.
When the interviewer (Pene­
lope Spheeris, director) asks a 
fan named Eugene why he feels 
hostile, he replies, " I  don't 
knew. . . .it's the city, all the 
cars, the noise. . . .1 live with 
that every day "
The song titles also reflect 
the punks* bitterness about 
common frustrations. Black
7
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N e w  music follows a new  beat
D E A N  L A D D U C E  U P  
Staff Writer
When rf com ® to in'ormanon 
o r rxw  tocaf n w ie , rfx? Grand 
Rapids area has "a -w*./ seat" to 
follow
The Hew Bear CJub s an o r  
gpnizatron of local residents who 
we dedicated to attracting and 
promoting new rrmsrc. Accord­
ing to club rice-oresident Gerry 
Bose, the group concentrates on 
this area, away from the main­
stream of rock and roll
"N ew  music is a select and 
growing market,”  says Bose 
"N ew  Beat is happy to see it."
The New Beat Club concen­
trates its activities m two areas
The group ha* sponsored many 
dance concerts, ‘eaturng both 
focal groups, a* well as artists 
from outside areas Abo. New 
Bear M*g#*rn* n published as a 
combination of three coneeots 
It is a new mus»c "fanzine,”  a 
New Beat Club promotional 
piece and a sojree for focal 
scene information
Bose outlined briefly the 
groups mam goal -  "survive! . 
and it has worked ”
On Oct. 29, the N ee Beat 
O u b  'aril celebrate its second an 
'versary Bose recalls the group's 
beginnings starting at a point 
some m-ght have thought of as 
an ending. The New Beat O u b  
was born from the purge of
rev/ w rm  program "m g from 
rarko statror WE MB and station 
manager Joe McCkjrg. m the 
aummer q* 196?
Seve-al of the grouo's current 
members wanted to remem ec 
trv* m the mus#c scene in the 
ea A Halloween dar ce was 
scheduled featuring local note 
bfes such as "G -«a  and the Mod 
ern M en." 'T h e  Infections." and 
"Nice Lawn."
"We wanted to see if we could 
re‘se so— e capital," evplams Bose
The activity proved a success 
and was the be*>s for further 
such ventures T>*js , the New 
Beat Club remains.
It was not until the New Beat 
Club aligned itself with the St.
Hyacmth A»d Society that the 
grouo really state!'red Usage of 
the Aid Society's Sfreer Hal!
was one of the maior factors 
tributing to the group'* align 
m ent Upon joining *Hw Beat, 
- 'e m bers also become au* Mary 
members of the Sr Hyacmth 
Aid Society
Access to New Beat Waganr e 
«  another point for those inter 
ested in new mu*»c New Beat 
Wegarne originally begar as a 
harddvoed monthly newsletter, 
of which nme >ssues we'e pub 
lished. A^ter a brie' summer s 
rest to determine a course of 
action. New Beat Wagarine ap 
peared to replace the vo*d left 
without the newsletter. The
magarioe s  published quarterly 
and features advert-smg to offset 
the cost*
The rob* of New Be** ha* 
been to sat s'y its member s long
'  'or new <
"We're a non prof-t org*m/a 
ron,"says Bose "none of us 
m ar®  an y money 0*f 0* this "
ffew Bea* has bad d* work 
cut out for rt, with its speoa' ra 
tion for new mu»*c n t/n m ii, 
Bose e*p.'a-n*. 'Th e m 's  really -o  
other grouo that has bee' able 
to br ~g in new mu*»c COrS'Stent 
ly to our area Out of this vac 
um we've decided that we want 
this We've organized to bring it
m.
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Gay nor recreates bygone era
JO H N  K E N N E T  
Staff Writer
Editor* Note: The Mrtzi Gay nor 
show kicked off the premiere 
theatre season at Decos Haft in 
Grand Rapids this part weekend. 
The foMowtng is • review.
There's a attain  electricity 
about the air when a performer 
reach® an audience by richly 
creating and recreating the tongs 
of a bygone era. Such electricity 
was generated this past weekend 
when Mrtzi Gay nor, best known 
for her film role as Nellie For- 
bush in "South Pacific." came to 
town with her touring show.
For the most part, Gaynor's 
audience is the audience that 
first heard those tun®  from Ger 
sbwin and Porter end Berlin. 
Now  they are classics, shelved 
into an era where "anything 
want”  and rhythm  wss "fasri 
natin'."
Punk rock
Flag's "Depression," for ex­
ample, shouts, " I  can't get no 
girl to touch me. . . .don't need 
your fuckin' sym pathy!”
The fans in "Decline”  seem 
to have little idea about where 
their lives are headed. They 
usually say, " I  don't know,”  
to most of Spheeris' questions.
"Decline" miss® nothing in 
covering the punk scene. We 
we the fans, the "slam-dancing" 
in punk dubs, the bands and 
their philosophi® and even an 
interview with Nicole, the em­
battled Germs manager, who 
says at one point: "It's like 
being the m oth®  of four three- 
year-olds (the band).”
While the message of aliena­
tion in "Decline'' com® through 
loud and dear, so do® a certain 
spirit of fun. In fact, the punk 
bands profiled stem to have a 
dearer vision of life than their 
own fans. In the segment with 
X. for example, Exene Cervenka 
(one of the band's two lead 
singers) shows off her hobby, 
collecting pempnitu from tnt 
gutter. Pointing out one of the
.whet then?”
a boar
Gaynor brings thes® s o r^  
back to life as well as bringing 
the variety review show back to 
Sfe. The show is seasoned with 
the behind-the-scen® talent of
/
choreographer Tbcm m ie Walsh 
(" A  Day in Hollywood. A  Night 
In the Ukraine”  and "M y  One 
and O n ly” ) and costume design 
er Bob Mackie ("T h e  Carol Bur
* e0 a % »w #• ► *
Peeling away the vampy, smil 
mg style of Gaynor. the sequins 
and hiq^ > kcks, there >s a hidden 
wealth of songp 'apped and sav 
ored
The audience -any aud»ence- 
becom® era less listening to 
Irving Berlin's haunting 'Yfhat'H 
I D o7” or Cole Porter's wild 
"Anything Go®  "  Her best 
moments lie here, quiet and 
sweet
A lth o u^i the achiev® a must 
cat anticlimax with her neutered 
medly from "South Pacific,”  
piower com® from "The Man I 
Love.”  "A ll A lone," and the 
aforementioned 'W hat'll I do?" 
at watt at others, too vaat to 
describe in print.
A t age 53, Gaynor attributes 
"love" to being the reason she 
do® her nationwide tour. 
Brains and talent play high in 
there somewhere
And oh, those soryp* Those 
wonderful songs!
from page 6
Other bends like Feer end the 
Germs seem more interested in
fighting the audience than play 
mg any music. This is the 
movie's most interesting footage. 
F u r  can play. However, vocalist 
Lee Ving exchanges insults with 
the audience, saying, "It's  great 
to be gay and be here!" and 
spits on them as well. At one 
point, an angry fan jumps onto 
the stage, wildly swinging, be 
fore Ving and the bouncers 
finally to n  him back into the 
crowd.
A t this point the crowd is 
just a mindless moo responding 
to punk clich®. Against a jack­
hammer feedback attack. Fear 
slash® through, " I  Don't Care 
About Y o u / ' " I  Love Livin' 
in the C ity ."  and the "Feer 
Anthem ”  ("F o r  the land of the 
free and the homos tool”  are 
the only lyrics).
What "Decline of the W w  
tarn Civilization" fore® us to 
understand is that at long at 
we condemn these people for 
pursuing their philosophi®, we 
will newer understand punk 
rock's vuiieat impticeiioro.
At Hs sworn, it turns into s
without consideration for other 
people.
"Decline" makes us see these 
sid®, then choose which one we 
feel is relevant It sizzles and 
burns with an anger that kicks 
us in the head. On a one to 
four star rating, I give "Decline” 
four stars.
See it if you dare!
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Serfs* Jones 
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Alpine Lounge-Grand Rapid*.
"Chromatic*"
Avdoo-G un Lake,
"Effect*"
Bogie* Grand Rapid*,
"Batik En ^ish "
The Edge-Grand Rapid*,
"Que*t"
Flanagan'*-Grend Rapid*, 
'T im e -O u t"
Grailn ' in the Braee-Grand
N e w  beat
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Bose alto (tressed thit the 
success has come because of a 
group effort.
In the two years of New 
Beat's existence Bote says that 
the ground for new mutic it 
much richer than when the 
group started.
"Tim e  hat helped." *ays 
"People have timply become 
more accepting of new music. 
However, the advent of New 
Beat hat helped. I know that 
we've encouraged many promo­
ters to try date* in the are*."
Bote does see room for im­
provement . "What is needed 
for a stronger local scene is more 
placet for local groups to play."
If you are numb to the rota­
tion of the radio, and the record 
collection offers little escape, 
then the New Beat Club hat an 
earfui for you. Keep listening -  
a new beat may coming in your 
direction.
Rapids, "Bruce Early"
Ground Round-Grand Rapids, 
"Rosewood"
Herley Hotel Grand Rapids, 
"John Shey"
Ho word Johnson'*-Grand Rapids 
" T in y  Young"
Intersection- Grand Rapids, 
"Passion"
Lakos the Other Piece-Grand 
Rapid*, "Jerry Van"
Log Cabin-Grand Rapids,
"Mifpi Country"
M W dU VWa Irm-Middteville.
"E d  Scott Review"
Mountain Jeefc's-Grend Rapid*, 
"Greg Martin"
Noel's Lorfc G rard  Rapid*,
"B ill Barrett"
Paolo's Livin' Room-Grand 
Rapids, "Fu ll Nelson'' 
Robert's Roost-Grand Rapids, 
"Sweetwater"
School House Inn-Lake Odessa. 
"D irk  Rivers"
Derby-Grand Rapids, 
"Jesnnia Miller"
Heue-Send Lake,
"Brian Caret"
Z V  Grand Rapids,
"La  Duka"
S TU D E N TS - $1 Off Evening Shows 
with student I.D.
Except Midnights, Matinees# Monday Night*
SIMMERS AND PULSATES- 
A ONE-OF-A-KIND
MOVIE.”-David Arisen,| 
Newsweek
Want a new YO U?
Male# Female
Models needed for hair show.
FREE
haircuts, hair color and perms. 
For more information call Maly's 
Barber & Cosmetology Supplies, 
942-0060.
A fb n b y  
Robert Duval
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Sun., O ct. 9 
7 p j T O . € r 9 p . m .
•1 students 
♦2 non students
SPONSORED BY  
the Program Board 
Film £r Lecture 
Committee
-tm  n r  n rw tirw w ax r
sm sins® 0®I I
pTm m mmmmmmTB i a t v a a i i ^
Aipin# Tw in-Grand Rapid*
The Lonely Lady (R ) 
Revenge of the Ninja (R )
Cinema Six-Grand Haven
Tender Mercy (PG) 
Flashdance ( R)
Vacatim (R )
Return of the Jedi (PG) 
The Big Chill (R )
Risky Businett (R)
East brook Twin-Grand Rapids 
Merry Christmas Mr; Lawrence
(R>
Trading Place* (R )
Eattown Bijou-Grand Rapid*
North Kent-Grand Rapid*
Risky Business (R )
Beyond the Lim it (R )
Strange Brew (PG)
Smokey and the Bandit l ll (P G ) 
War Games (P G )
Mr. Mom (PG)
Trading Pisces (R )
Vacation (R )
Studio 28-Grand Rapids 
Return of the Jedi (PG) 
Vacation (R )
Strange Brew (PG) 
Nightmares (R j _
Mr. Mom (PG)
The  Big Chill (R )
Woodland Theatre-Grand Rapid!
Flashdance (R )
Mr. Mom (PG)
Return of the Jadl (P G )
Beyond the Lim it (R )
Revenge of the Ninja (R )
Breathless (R ) 
Strange Brew (PG)
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S U E S H A  UB  
Sport* Editor
It'* OMn a long time since Grand Valley's judders have lo*t 
threo straight football gomes-not tinea 1979 to ba exact. It'* 
baan avan longer tinea the Laker* have dropped four contest* in a 
roar which ocCured in 1972.
Should the Lakers fall to arch rrvoi Ferris State on Saturday, 
that same four game slump will ba renewed Head Coach Bob 
Gietay. however, doesn't for see that happening.
"We've played four games and 24 quarters,” he said. "O f those 
24 quarters we’ve played six with concentration and intensity."
"We talked about rt all day yesterday in team meetings, senior 
meetings, the guys know what has to be done," he went on. 
"We've been looking at last 
years record-G rand Valley 
creamed Central State and 
Wayne State and we were 
over confident going into 
those games."
'We ve been expecting Jim 
Lynch, Billy Lucksted or Jeff 
Chadwick to pull out a win 
for us in the clutch and we 
have to face up to the fact 
that this is a new season with 
new faces and a different sys­
tem." Bob Gieaey.
Grand Valley is known for their ongoing dislike of the Ferris 
team and the feeling is seemingly mutual. Ferris will enter Arend 
D. Lubbers Stadium on Saturday searching for their firtt win in 
four attempts. The Lakers, on-the-other-bend, have an 11 home 
game winning streak on the line plus the home team advantage. 
According to Giesey, the next for home games couldn't have 
come at a better time.
__ "Having the next four games at home Is ju*t super," he said. 
"Northern Michigan in good but not a superior team. We'll be 
playing the number one ranked team in the conference (Hillsdale) 
at hom e."
" I 'll bet m y life on it that Wayne State will get beat at Hills­
dale this week," he said. "A n d  we'll have Hillsdale here."
" If  we shape-up and pull things together we can still be a 
good football team. We have great potential and they (the team) 
know i t "
W yka  sidelined for three w e e k s
The Lakers will be without wide receiver and back-up quarter­
back Rick Wyka who suffered a shoulder seperation in last Sat­
urday's game. To n y  Schmitt is also questionable due to a foot 
injury.
Ferris State like to go to the air and quarterback Steve 
Piotraczk can connect. A  stagnate running game has hurt the 
Bulldogs, however. Should Piotraczk be forced to throw, defen­
sive beck David Harris and the rest of the Lakers defense could 
have a field day. Harris currently leads the team with four inter 
captions.
Iwithom photo/ g* m o i
Grand Valley Coach Bill Clinger may look worried but his 1963 
harden haven't given Mm any reason to be. The La ken continue 
to rdl after potting the lowest team score ever at Spring Arbors 
Invitational on Saturday.
T H A D  B E L L  
Sports Writer
With the nearest opponent Doing 
51 points away Grand Valley's 
harriers Quite easily captured 
first place in the Spring Arbor 
Invitational last Saturday
The Lakers, with an excellent 
score of 16, were followed by 
Goshen Colleges, the University 
of Chicago, Sienna Heights Col 
lege and host Spring Arbor Col 
ley. and Jordan College
The Lakers will now travel to 
Notre Dame for the Notre Dame 
Invitational on Friday. "It's  
hard to say how we'll do, be­
cause there's so many teams," 
said the harrier Coach "Last 
year was the first time we ever 
ran in the Notre Dame Invito 
tional, and we placed 19 out of 
29. But we are attempting to 
improve that record this year."
"It  was a good team effort." 
said Coach Bill Clinger about the 
Lakers recent victory. "O u r 
score was one of the lowest 
scores recorded at the Spring Ar 
bor Invitational. We took eight 
out of the top ten places, and 
came home with eight trophies 
and the championship trophy."
Leading the way was Glen 
Bradley, who ran the course Ih  
25:41. ''!♦'« the be*? time re­
corded by a Grand Valley runner 
this year." commented Clinger.
T im  Heintzelman, Mike 
Carrigan, and Tim  James foil- 
lowed close behind, with times 
of 25:49, 26:08, and 26:10, re 
spectively. Keith Gingerich 
from Goshen placed Fifth, Phil 
VanDyke, and Dave McLean, 
took sixth and seventh.
Grand Valley runners John 
Vojtko, and To ny TidsweU cap­
ped off the Laker victory with 
ninth and tenth place finishes.
"We could have let down last 
week, but we d id n 't," said 
Clinger. "We have an overall 
learn improvement, and this is 
what we're looking for, this con­
stant improvement."
m
weei
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Completely fill out entry form or a blank 3 x 6  piece oi 
paper may be used.
Entries should be dropped off in boxea merited "Game 
bell contest." locatsd In Zumpergs Library, the infer' 
metion desk of the Kirfcoff Center, the getaway of Arend 
O. Lubber* Stadium (prior to Saturday * game), or the 
Lenthom office.
Deadline* for all entries is Saturday, October 8. 1983 at 
1:30 p.m .
Entries are limited to one per person. Any duplicates will 
disqualify contestant.
Be sure to fill in a predicted score as winners will be de- 
•■rminad by the more closest to the actud final tatty, 
in can of a tieisi, winner* «*»• be randomly  selected from  
all correct entries.
Lenthom staff end relatives are not eligible to enter.
Entry Form
O V E R
SCORE
NAM E
AD DR ESS
C ITY /Z IP  CO D E  
PHONE N O ____
Laker slump should end 
against Ferris State
Spring A rbor Invite is 
no contest for harriers
October 6. 1983^  ( |othe fanlhom
W ayne State pounds Lakers, 22-10
K E V IN  G R IF F IT H  
Sports Writer
Possibly for the first time this season 
the Lakers were just plain beaten. There 
were no Kevin Staples or "what could 
have beens" in Saturdays game, just an 
inspired Wayne State team with a very 
fierce defense. The Tarters out gunned 
the Lakers in almost every category, hold 
mg the gridders to a meager 47 yards 
rushing and sacking Jim  Lynch five times.
Grand Valley's 22 10 loss to the Tar 
ters gave them their first G L IA C  loss and 
set their overall mark to 1 3  on the sea 
son.
"What we're lacking right now is num­
ber one, team concentration and number 
two, intensity," explained Head Coecn 
Bob Giesey. "We're not going to change 
a thing in practice but we'll be concentra­
ting on those two th in ^ . '
'W e went into these last two games 
somewhat overconfident," he added.'We 
beat Central State and W SU badly last 
year and we weren't up for them ."
fr* f*rt. about the only good thing that 
came out of Saturday's game was a beau­
tiful 52-yard field goal by Randy 
^pangler that set a WSU stadium record. 
The boor fell short of Grand Valley's 
record of 60 yards, however
"ft was a beautiful kick that was right 
down the middle. He could have made rt 
from 62 yards," lauded Giesey
Wayne State chalked up the first two 
touchdowns of the day as running back 
Jeff Carfini made two plunges of one yard 
each to give the tarters a 14-0 lead early 
in the second quarter. After Carlini'ssec­
ond score, the Lakers worked their way 
from their own 44 yard line to the Wayne 
State 34. Randy Spangler was then called 
in and made good on a 52 yard field goal 
to make the score 14-3
Then, with little more than a minute 
remaining in the first half, the Lakers re­
ceived a Tarte' punt on their own 39-yard 
line. From  there te'lbar.k Tony Schmitt 
and Jim  Lynch connected on passes of 24 
16, and 15 yards; the last pass being a 
touch down strike from Lynch to Wyka.
Soccer Club currently 
undefeated in '83
S U E  S H A U B  
Sports Editor
High kicking and high stepping heve 
been a tradition in the 11 years the 
Grand Valley Soccer Club has existed. 
But even Coach Anthony Herrers had to 
be surprised about tha ssriy success the 
tw m  has had.
After returning only four starters 
from last season, the men have gone 
undefeated with wins over Grace 
Bible College (2-1), Grand Rapids 
Junior College (3-1) and Northwood 
Institute (2-1.)
"This is definateiy a rebuilding 
year for us," said Herrera. 'W e 
have a lot of newcomers."
But the guys have been doing 
a great job this season," he went on. 
'W e've been playing good competition 
and have been playing well cs a team."
Herrera has been especially pleased 
with the play of returning members 
Ken Pelkey, Duane Stevenson and 
goalie Rich Centilla.
"Duane and Ken are our 
experienced players and do a lot of 
scoring, and obviously Rich is an 
excellent goalie."
Indeed, in the three matches played, 
Centilla has allowed only three scoring 
kicks to pass in numerous attempts.
Herrera also lauded the perform­
ances of two new team members, 
Stuart Borthwick and Larry Walters.
The d ub  mentor, Herrera, 
credits the early surge of victories 
to an increased overall improvement from 
high school level competition.
"There has really been a rise In 
the level of high school competition," 
he said. "I've never had such a large 
number of people coma out for 
the team with so much experience. 
This year we were able to put a 
team together in two weeks."
The Soccer Club will be hosting 
matches for the next three Saturday's 
at Grand Valley’s soccer field. Matches 
are slated for 11:00 asn.
W e ll be playing Hopa, Wayne 
State and Grand Rapids JJ.C . in 
those three matches and we 
encourage people who are going to the 
football game to come earlier and 
ccatch our soccer d u b ,"  Herrers said 
'W e're still taking as many peopls 
that want to show up to play on the 
club also."
« x k W formation photo/mike brown
Randy Spanker's 52 yard field goel was about the only thing the Lakers had to 
sheer about last Saturday as Wayne State trounced Grand Valley, handing them 
their third s t r e e t  loss.
Spanglers PATsailed through to make tne 
halftime score 14-10.
That was the last time the Lakers 
would score for the day as Wayne State 
controlled the ball during the second half 
and allowed the Lakers to run just 18 
P*«y»
"When you only run eighteen pieys it's 
herd to score," seid Giesey. "Th e y  had 
excellent ball control and we didn't do 
anything when we had the ball."
Wayne States scoring during the sec­
ond half came on Pat McGowan field 
goals of 32 and 29 yard*. To ny Schmitt 
was nailed in the endzone after an im­
pressive goal line stand by the Lakers to 
make the final 22-10.
The Lakers still remain thick in the 
conference race; however, as highly tout­
ed Hillsdale was upset by Saginaw Valley 
last Saturday.
" I  tell you w hat," predicted Giesey," 
Hillsdale has to play Wayne State this 
week and I think they'll bounce back and 
^*•1 Wayne. If this happens we'll still be 
in excellent shape in the conference."
The Lakers will try to even their con­
ference mark at 1-1 this Saturday as they 
host arch-rival Ferris State. Kick-offtime 
is 1 30 p.m.
N O W  O P E N  FO R  L U N C H
HOURS:
4:30 p .m .-1  a.m. 4 3 0  p .m .-2 a .m . 
Mon.-Thurs. Fri.-S a t.
Complete Take-out Service
FREE DELIVERY T O  C A M P U S
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CONFERENCE STANDIN GS
GLIAC
Over
PF PA
Northwood 1-0 2-0 69 48
Saginaw Vailay 1-0 51 81 71
Aayne State 1-0 3-1 64 32
Farris State 0-0 0-3 59 103
HdfsdlN 51 3-1 87 39
Grand Valley 51 1-3 00 100
Michigan Tech 51 1-3 89 118
THfS AEEK 'S  GAMES 
Farris State at Grand Valley. 1 30 
Wayne State at HilHdeVa. 2:00 p.m. 
Michigan Tech at Saginaw  Valley
1:30 p.m.
Northwood at Northern Mtch^en.
1 0 0  p.m.
L A S T WEEK'S RESULTS 
Aayne State 22. Grand Vailay 10 
Nort hwood 35, Michigan Tech 25 
Saginaw Vailay 14. Hilisdala 8 
Kzoo College 31. Farris State 25
Tartan 22. Lakars 10
Aayne State 7 7 6 2 -2 2
Grand VaMay 0 10 0 0 -1 0
First period
A S - Carl mi I run (McGowan kick) 
9 32. 7-0
Second period
AS-Cerfini 1 run (McGowan kick) 
13 59. 14-0.
G V -F G  Soangler 52* 11:10. 14-3 
G V -A y k e  15 pass from Lynch 
(Spangler kick) :24. 14-10.
Third period
A S - FG McGowan 32. 6 05. 17-10 
A S - FG McGowan 29. 2 28. 20-10 
Fourth period
A S  Seftey Ptsskay tackles Schmitt
IN D IV ID U A L S TA TIS TIC S  
R U S H IN G -Aevoe State. Cart mi 
27-104. Parcm 17-76. Jaeutkay 1-5. 
Lonchar 10-4. Grand VaMay. Schmitt 
22 SB Hampton A 19; Sparser 1-2; 
Lynch 7-1-28).
PASSING— Aayna State. Lonchar 
158-94-2. Grand Valley Lynch 29- 
11-134-2.
R ECEIVIN G — Aayne State. Oya 
A37; Jacusky 3-37; Percin 2 20 
Grand Vailay. A y  ka 4-82 Lucksred 
3-80; Schmitt 2-(-1); Sparser 1-8; 
Lahoeky 1-5
Spring Arbor Invitational
TEA M  SCORES: Grand VaMay
16; Grashen 67; Chicago 87; Siena 
hf«eghts 95; Spring Arbor 125; Jor­
dan Collage 167
in endrone 7 49. 22-10
G V AS
First downs.... 12 13
Rushes/yerds... 34/47 55/189
Passing yardage 134 94
Return yards. 93 131
Passes............... 29-11-1 1 5 5 2
Punts/ewrege 5/356 4/36.5
Fumbles/lost... 0/0 2/1
Panel ties/ysrds. 2/13 6/52
NMU et Grand Vailay. Thursday. 
October 6. 7 00 p.m.
Saginaw Vailay at Grand Valley 
Set. Oct. 8. 4 30 p.m.
Calvin at Grand Valiev Aed Oct. 12. 
7:00 p.m.
Michigan Tach at Grand Valley. Fri. 
Oct. 14.7 00 p.m.
Lake Superior at Grand Valley. Sat 
Oct. 15. 12 noon.
Grand Valley d. Spring Arbor
16- 14, 15-10, 10-15. 15-12
Kilb— Almburg 10; Fox 9; Farmer 9, 
T. Aischmeyer 7; Joynt 6; Stream 6;
P. Aischmeyer 3; Aigant 1.
Serving Aces Aim burg 1; Fox 1.
Solo Blocks— Joynt 4; Fox 1; Alm­
burg 1.
Diga-AImfcurg 7; Fox 6; DeLano 6; 
T. Aischmeyer 5.
Bowling Groen Tournament
Grand Vailay d. Clarion State 159, 
10-18, 152. 158
Bowling Green d Grand VaMay
17- 18, 1512. 7-18. 1517
on top 10 fi
1 Bradley (GV) 25 41; 2 Hemt- 
ralmar (G V ) 25 49; 3 Corrigan (G V ) 
26 08; 4 James (G V ) 26:10; 5 Gin­
ger >ch (Got) 26 13; 6 Van Qyka 
(G V ) 26 27; 7 McLean (G V ) 26 29; 
8  Hoc hit attar (Got) 26 35. 9 Voftko 
(G V ) 26 50. 10 Ttfwwfti (G V )
26 54;
c A i i a v i  m w c
Intramural Sign-Ups
‘ Housing Swim Meat Oct. 17
‘ Volleyball Oct. 25
Badminton Oct. 25
*Co-ed competition offered in these
events.
Campus Ree Rfaults 
AH— Sports Standings
Z - C O T T N T R T
i
G LIA C Conference 
October 15
Meat. Saturday.
Sigma Phi Epsilon 152
Pi Kappa Phi 124
Americans 79
Ravines 60
Kagger's Heroes 56
Copeland 54
Dead Rats 54
Robinson 54
Aild Eye Boys 52
Kistler 27
Aomen
Robinson 31
Copeland 27
Kistler 27
Housing
Robinson 85
Copeland 81
Ravines 60
Kistler 54
Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon 152
Pi Kappa Phi 89
Frkbea Goff
Tan Cuaaaek 61
Bill Luckan fSg Eps) 66
Oo-^ Cummmgs (p. <ap's) 70
Jon Lopar (Pi Kep's) 72
Kurt SchikJberg 'Sig Epsl 75
Tim Scott (Kistler AH Stars) 108
Flag Football
Kntler All-Stars 13. Panthers 6 
Aiid Eyed Boys 26, Jack Hammers 0 
Bone-Ads 16. Partridge Family 6 
American* 42. Robmson Rowdwt 21 
Aild Benches 29. Americans 18 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 8. Beta Sigma Pii 8 
Druids 6. Aild Eye Boys 0 
RecquetbeJI
Dan Smith d Jon Meyers ?1-7. 21-3 
21 2
Brad Hanmga d Mike Cassidy 21-15. 
21 16
Jim Kirville d. John Wizdnerz 21-12. 
71 20
Ailliam Alexander d Todd Tobin 
21A, 21 15
Kyle Madden d Tim Ursprung 21-16. 
21-7
Chris Henderson 3 Kevin Mooney
21- 11.  21 2
Party Mooney d Carol Buck 21-6, 
21 8
Rick MorefieW d David Ainkier 17- 
4. 17 2
B C. Reynolds d Noel A ill 21 2. 21-4 
Rich Mroctka d. Kurt Schildberg 
21 3. 21 6
Carolyn Foertter d Connie Stage 
mann 21-2, 21-6
Joe Gabris d. Tim  Sullivan 21-5.
21 2
Stewn Johnson d Tim Tilleme 21-9. 
21 2
Chris Henderson d Scott Burra 
21-11. 21 19
8 C. Reynolds d. Duane Dial 21-6. 
21-7
Kyi# Madden d Todd Tobin 21-1. 
71-1
Sylvia Targotr d Connie Stagamann 
21-13. 21-7
Timm Tilleme d. Daniel Smith 21-9.
21 4
Chris Handsrson d Joe Orzehoeki
71 11. 4-21. 21 19
Kyle Madden d d ll Alexander 21 3
21 5
Dan Prybylovucz d David Amkiyr
21 11. 22 20
Steve Johnson d Dan Smith 21 14, 
21-16. 21 9
Tom Tilton d Duane Dul 21-15 
21 16
Rich Mrocrkj d Erik Yearling 21-4 
21 2
Tennis
Greg Prurtt d Mika Vargo 8 8. 13 11. 
53
Matt Moreau d Kurt Schildberg 6 4, 
76
Jill Rider d. Chris Snead 7 5. 6 2 
Mika Rumpf d Lee Jones 6 4 6-0 
Tim Batchelor d Mike McKevin 3-6
3-3
Scott Goenng d. Tom Gault 5 0 . 5 0
* p o » n g a c i
NOTICKS
SKI TEA M  S IG N —UP
Interested in participating on this 
years Grand Valley Ski Teem? Con 
tact Dave Durham at 865-6983
Writers Needed
Grand Valley's Sports Informe- 
tion office is in need of writers who 
currently h M  work-study Contact 
Don Thome* at ext. 3275.
The Lanthorn will be runnnmg 
Sports Deck announcements week 
ly. provided ample space is avail 
able Any Grand Valley sports 
orientated club or organization that 
wishes to have information includ 
ed concerning their groups are wel 
come. All announcements must h- 
drooped off to the Lanthom office 
by Friday of the following issue
FOR COMPLETE 
GRAND VALLEY SPORTS 
COVERAGE. CATCH THE 
SPORTS DECK. WEEKLY'
HELP A A N T E D
TY P IS T • Grand Rapid* S.E. - 
Naadad 4 or 5 hours par day, will 
work around student's schedule. 
Mutt bo a good typist, soma filing 
and telephone work. 84.28 hr.
HOUSEKEEPING AND B A B Y ­
S ITTIN G  - Several openings for those 
positions in and around the Allen
— type publications. If In- 
. aril 488-6621. Aek tar 
Atkins.
If
Avon.
Robinson, 
with Avon, you'va
in buying 
Donna. 234
Earn sartra money.
In order to obtain more ir 
don about the Job open I 
on this announcement apply in par­
son at the student employ merit office 
In the Saidman House.
Miscellaneous
Looking tar Christian fellowship? 
A aateyan Church located 3 
mhos from campus welcomes you to
007A .
82-50 tar 
Cattle Art* P O . Box 
N Y  12000.
NURSE A ID  - On caM
ir. xtm
04.00 hr.
Choir practice for Christmas 
Oct. 2 at 4:30 p jn .
If a ride is 
i  « b  for Paator Merit.
f r • * I1 “N. . . . .  .. ' • • % •
Budweiser.
KIN G OF BEERS#
ATHLETE OF THE WEB<
Hal M ann, Dennis H ancock, 
C a b o t W igger &  J im  C o o k
♦' >.
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Spikers dum p Spring A rbor College
F A IR O L D  M IT C H E L L  
Sport* Writer
Spring Arbor and Clarion 
Stare 'Hem not m o u ^ i, but 
Bowling Green University we* 
too much for Grand Valley's 
Women Spikers.
Lest Tuesday, the fielder 
arena doors were opened for the 
women's Volleyball team's first 
conference match against the 
saints of Spring Arbor. The 
Women Sptkers were geeked for 
the occasston and took it to the 
Saints winning three out of four 
games.
"Tuesday we lost some mtensi 
ty in the game we lost to Spring 
A rb o r ," M jd Coach Joan Boand.
"B ut overall, I thought we play­
ed w e ll"
Ohio was the site for Laker 
Volleyball action lest weekend 
The lady Lakers traveled to 
Bowling Green where they went 
spike for spike against Clarion St 
and Bowling Green university
Against Clarion St, the two 
teams traded victories The first 
game went to Grand Valley 15-9 
and Clarion St took the second 
10-15. The Lakers then went on 
to punish Clarion, crushing them 
the third game 15-2 and swept 
up the crums the fourth game 
15-6.
Tides changed against Bowl 
ing Green, however. The Lady
Letters were washed out after 
loosing three out of five games
m the match, 17 15, 15-12, 
7 1 5,15  17.
"Th e y weren't use to playing 
left handed hitters, which made 
timing blocks difficult," said 
Boand "It's not unusual for a 
team to have one left handed 
hitter and very seldom will you 
find one team with two. But 
three is almost unheard o f."
"Although we lost one match 
to Bowling Green, intensity was 
up and our defense was good."
Ter ease Wischmeyer was the 
Laker spot light performer last 
weekend. She lead the team 
with 19 kills and only five errors 
throughout the to ornament.
Campus Recreational 
'Moonlighter' coming soon
R IC K  K R U IS E  
Sports Writer
If you like the night life. 
Campus Recreation's Moon­
lighter is for you.
Starting at 6:00 p.m. Friday, 
October 15th, the Moonlighter 
will run to 3:00 a.m. Saturday. 
A ll Grand Valley students are 
invited to take part in the sec 
ond annual outing, containing 
eight hours of recreational activ 
rties.
Last year over 750 students 
attended with over one-half of 
‘ f.wrn participating in at laast one 
of the events. This year over 
1,000 students are expected.
"There are more students on 
campus this year," said Campus 
Rec Coordinator Ron Clark, 
"and since last year went over so 
well we expect students to come 
from word of m outh."
"We're also trying some new 
things,"he said. "Last year was a 
lot of fun. There were a lot of 
different types of events. This 
year were trying to add more, 
like free movies, and some table 
games like euchre, backgammon 
and checkers." These will draw 
students along with the popular 
events from last year.
Some of those events include 
diving for dollars, an avent when 
students dive for money at the 
bottom of the pool. The Pool
Party also we'.t o »r big with the 
students. "Th e  party is a open 
period to swim, explained Clark.
"w ith  some extra activities going 
on ."
Other events were a tennis 
doubles tournament, racquetball 
tournaments, facial Olympics, 
volleyball tournament, badmin­
ton, weightlifting and much 
more.
All students are invited; and 
encouraged to bring along their 
friends. The concession stand 
will be open and there will be 
lots to watch and participate in. 
"It's a fun. full evaning,"conclu­
ded Clark. "Thar* are a lot of 
interesting things to do ."
M M n k k M / W M ' pmmont
Ana Farmer (13) and Sue Jrnym (11) seem y *  far a Week.
Americans topple 
Robinson Rowdies
R IC K  K R U IS E  
Sports Writer
A  good pass rush and a key 
interception by Jackie VanAn- 
twerp gave the Americans a 
42-21 victory.
The Americans struck fast as 
Rick Zwiernikowski picked off 
the second pass of the game and 
sprinted into the endzone for a 
6-0 lead.
The Robinson Rowdies came 
right bock, however, scoring on 
their next possesion. This gave 
them the lead as quarterback 
Darren Froberg sneaked into the 
end-zone for the extra point.
It was tha last time the Row­
dies had the lead, however as 
quarterback Mike Boorman hit 
Zwiamikowaki in the second 
quarter to give tha Americans a 
13-8 advantage.
Tha Robinson Rowdies ware 
held on their next possesion, and 
the Amasicani look ova* tha 
bail. Boermen pawed to his fav 
■ Zwiw nikuniK ■ and 
1M.
Unable to nut a acorine drivesw ^ qa^ o^ wa pwa a w ev s m  ® w
tha Robinson Rowdies 
by 11
out Used up
score 26-8 as Boermen hit 
Zwiernkowski for tys third 
touchdown of the day.
The game was not over yet 
though as the Rowdies scored on 
their next possesion making the 
score 26-15.
On the Americans next pos­
sesion it looked as if the Robin­
son Rowdies were on a come 
back. They held the Americans 
and took over the ball. Robin­
son was on a good scoring drive 
when Jackie VanAntwerp inter­
cepted a pass from Froberg and 
made her way into the end-zone.
" I  was really surprised I 
caught it,"  said Jackia. "A ll I 
wanted to do was take it all tha 
way to the end-zone." "Thera  
was this guy who was tackling 
me throughout the game and I 
was really happy I got by him 
and scored."
Robinson again taught back 
and mad# tha score 34-21. but 
this would be the last scoring
tha kick-off.
time with Zwiernikowski which 
gave tha Americans • 42-21 vic­
tory.
"We didn't have any Mock- 
iga ** Mid Robinson Rowdies 
Darren Froberg. *1 
t*t have any time «o gat •
They struck fast to'*•••« i » * l (
Wed., Oct. 5 & T ues., Oct. 11
Bull winkles Club and Restaurant
Features a
FEMALE V :
•it it it
DANCE
% ^^FEC TA C U LA R
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ A
G e t  L o oose!
.1st 8H O W  starts at 7 p.m.
